Abstract. The upwelling microwave-to-submillimeter wave brightness temperature observed from above the Earth's atmosphere is sensitive to parameters such as pressure, temperature, water vapor, and hydrometeor content, and this sensitivity has been successfully used for passive vertical sounding of temperature and water vapor profiles. To determine optimal satellite observation strategies for future passive microwave instruments operating at frequencies above those now used, a study 
adverse effects of increased cloud opacity on water vapor sounding. This disadvantage can be offset, however, by using sets of water vapor sounding bands spaced approximately one to three octaves apart. For either low-Earth orbiting (LEO) or geosynchronous (GEO) operation the selection of radiometric channels is an important design issue, the outcome of which impacts the complexity and type of the detector, the geophysical envelope of operation, and the nature of the inversion algorithms used in processing the data. The impact is large enough that precise channel selection typically occurs for most sensors in the initial phase of the design, and is exceptionally important above -250GHz where nascent receiver and detector technology results in higher system noise temperatures. The incremental sensitivity of radiometric channels to various atmospheric constituents, temperature and moisture in particular, is also of paramount importance in the design of retrieval algorithms for both clear and cloudy conditions. Accordingly, it is the purpose of this study to assess the vertical sounding characteristics of channels near all significant absorption lines within the frequency range of -10-1000 GHz for satellite-based passive sensing of water vapor and temperature.
Incremental Weighting Functions
The 
o where Wp is the incremental weighting function for parameter p, and 0 is the observation angle measured with respect to nadir, and f is the frequency. The parameters of concern for this study are temperature T and water vapor density p. The IWF provides the vertical sensitivity to the observed parameter and is thus a useful tool for channel selection, sensitivity studies, inversion, and direct radiance assimilation. The water vapor IWF derived from the nonscattering solution to the radiative transfer equation for a downward looking radiometer is [Klein and Gasiewski, 1998] 
The Planck brightness temperature is evaluated for each atmospheric level as well as for the cosmic background and surface. In this study the surface temperature is assumed to be fixed and independent of the temperature of the bottom layer of the atmosphere. The above IWFs can be used to form the The units of equations (7) and (8) Good overall agreement in all latitudinal and seasonal bins was found among the three sets for both means and standard deviations (e.g., Figure 3 ) for those overlapping altitude ranges and the available seasonal/latitudinal bins. Although a general statistical consistency was found among these sets, the TIGR database was adopted for further studies because of its (1) full global coverage and (2) water vapor profile information over the full altitude range from the surface to -70 km.
Absorption by Atmospheric Gases
The accuracy of any IWF calculation is contingent on that of the underlying absorption model. Prior to IWF calculations the line parameters and brightness temperatures, computed using two absorption models for nonisotopic oxygen, water vapor, and nitrogen, were compared for consistency. These models were (1) the MPM87 absorption model of Liebe [1983, 1987] as modified by the addition of six nonoverlapping submillimeter wave oxygen lines [Gasiewski, 1992] [ 1975, 1978] , and accounts for up to a-2 K difference in nadir brightness compared to MPM87+). In neither of the absorption models for this study was Zeeman splitting accommodated; thus the validity of the results is restricted up to -40 km altitude, or within -2. for this study. In any case, the differences in brightness temperature produced between these continuum models for the range of temperature, pressure, and vapor values encountered within the terrestrial atmosphere are insignificant compared to typical radiometer accuracies. The brightness difference spectrum (rRosenkranz-rMPM87+) within the range from 1-800 GHz over an ocean background for two extreme atmospheric profiles is shown in Figure 4 . The calculations are based on the quadrature algorithm described by Gasiewski and Staelin [1990] as implemented in the program Microwave Radiative Transfer (MRT), version 6.12. The difference spectrum can be considered to be the result of absorption model differences either near absorption lines or within window regions. The near-line differences are primarily the result of small differences in line strength and broadening parameters, while the window region differences are the result of different parameters for the water vapor continuum and nitrogen models. To better understand the difference spectrum, consider the attenuation for a specific constituent (e.g., 02, H20) evaluated at a level of one optical depth for the two extreme atmospheric cases (Figures 5 and 6 for H20 and 02, respectively). 
TMPM87 +_TOT where %os and TMPM87+ are the attenuations for given constituents calculated using the Rosenkranz and MPM87+ absorption models, respectively, and qJMPM87+_TOT is the total attenuation (H20, 02, and N2) evaluated using the MPM87+ absorption model. Although nonresonant nitrogen differences can account for discrepancies of as much as -0.5 K in oceanic nadir brightness temperature below -400 GHz, water vapor continuum differences dominate in this region and account for as much as -7% discrepancy in opacity ( While comparisons with measured data can, in principal, be used to determine which absorption model is more precise, instrumental uncertainties caused by radiometer calibration errors or atmospheric profile measurement errors are usually comparable to the differences produced by the hereinexamined models. Indeed, currently available radiometer data are not accurate enough to empirically discriminate between these models at frequencies from -100 GHz to -10 THz. Nonetheless, if we consider the absorption model differences described above to be characteristic of the current knowledge of atmospheric absorption theory, then it can be assumed that the IWF height calculations in this study are accurate to -1 km altitude for the worst-case scenario and typically to within a few hundred meters. In comparison, such height uncertainties in water vapor IWFs are comparable to or only slightly greater than those height uncertainties expected from imperfect knowledge of the temperature profile alone; that is, a 1-2 K temperature profile error will shift the peak altitude of temperature-weighting functions for water vapor by a similar vertical distance of-100-200 m. Accordingly, both models are reasonably consistent for these IWF studies and further calculations presented herein used the MPM87+ absorption model in MRTv6.12.
Ozone and Isotopic Species
In addition to those of 02, H20, and N2 the effects of stratospheric ozone on nadir sounding were considered by augmenting MPM87+ with a non isotopic 03 absorption model incorporating the JPL set of 1583 03 lines from 10 to 
Incremental Weighting Function Statistics
Nadir IWFs for temperature and water vapor were evaluated on the above nonuniform frequency grid from 10 to 1000 GHz assuming an ocean background [Wilheit, 1979] , an observation height of 150 km, and clear air conditions. In all calculations the values of ocean surface temperature were based on the climatology of Isemer et al. [1985] and vary from 275 K for high latitudes to 301 K for low latitudes; the wind speed was selected to be 7 m/s (near the mean value of wind speed over oceans). While IWFs over land would also be of interest, the geographical predominance of the oceans, their importance in the generation of severe and damaging weather, the relative lack of meteorological data over them, and their relative simplicity of electromagnetic characterization warrant their exclusive use for this study. We note, however, that for frequencies above -200 GHz, nearline centers, or frequencies above -80GHz for moist conditions the high zenith opacity of the atmosphere renders inconsequential the choice of surface model. We have also specifically excluded the absorption and scattering effects of hydrometeors from this study in order to focus on the clear-air problem; the characteristics of IWFs in the presence of hydrometeors are currently under study and will be the focus of a future publication. (23) -142 GHz (see 6.3 below), albeit with compromises in spatial resolution.
It is noted that by equations

Stratospheric and Upper Tropospheric Water Vapor Sounding
As an example, consider first the sounding of water vapor in the middle-to-upper stratosphere between -25 and -45 km altitude. Using Figures 12a and 13a, Figures 12b and 13b , it can be seen that for these three lines we require sounding frequencies that are approximately +100, +80, and +80 MHz from the line centers, respectively. The variation of brightness temperature due to the natural variation of water vapor at these frequencies and altitudes is -0.2 K for summer and low latitudes and -0.3-0.4 K for winter and high latitudes, thus requiring exceptional radiometric stability and sensitivity, as well as extremely precise knowledge of the stratospheric temperature profile. The natural available bandwidth can be determined using practically be performed independent of water vapor sounding, particularly in the lower-to-middle troposphere.
From The influence of ozone on temperature and water vapor sounding was studied by evaluating several key sounding parameters with and without absorption by ozone. Figures 16a  and 17a show differences between brightness temperatures (T•-T•o3) evaluated for an ozone-free atmosphere (T•) and for an atmosphere with an ozone profile as described below (Tao3). The naturally occurring density of ozone is greatest in the stratosphere from -15 to 35 km altitude and reaches partial pressures of-5-15 mPa. We used the mean ozone profile from 42 selected TIGR profiles for both extreme atmospheric conditions in this study. Inclusion of ozone into the atmospheric model cools the brightness temperatures by up to 20 K at some frequencies but warms the brightness temperature by up to 40 K at others.
The perturbation from ozone is caused by two effects. First, in Figure 16 (al) and 16 (a2) the entire TB spectrum for summer and low latitudes (dotted curve) is higher for the case without ozone than with ozone. In this case the impact of ozone is to lift the peaking altitude of the (full) temperature weighting function higher in the troposphere. The negative vertical temperature gradient in the troposphere thus causes a cooler brightness temperature. For the winter high-latitude case, however, the brightness temperatures are warmer when ozone is included. This warming is surface dependent. For an ocean background the brightness temperatures include a cold sky component reflected from the water surface, the impact of which diminishes when viewed through a relatively warm ozone layer. When there is greater attenuation in the atmosphere (due to, for example, ozone), the cold reflected radiation becomes dominated by warm (directly emitted) radiation. A second cooling mechanism is apparent in Figures  16 (a3)-16 (a9) , where a negative brightness perturbation is seen in the vicinity of strong water vapor or oxygen absorption lines. This cooling effect is the result of an increase in the peaking altitude of the full weighting function into the stratosphere, wherein the positive temperature gradient of the stratosphere produces an overall warming in brightness.
In 
(1) (2) 
One sees from the calculations that the bandwidth-averaged brightness perturbations are at maximum 2 K and typically less than 0.5-1 K. Also, the bandwidth-averaged standard deviation differences are at most 3 K and typically less than 0.5 K. The impact of absorption by upper tropospheric and stratospheric ozone on water vapor sounding is thus seen to reduce the sensitivity to low-altitude water vapor and temperature and moisture variations but only over spectral intervals much narrower than those typically encountered in sounding. These specific intervals can be identified by the wisp-like spikes in Figures 12b, 13b, 14b, 15b, and 12d, 13d,  14d , and 15d. At most, the screening effects of ozone lines are moderate and warrant no special concern unless the sensing bandwidth is restricted below Bs for either technological or spectral allocation reasons.
Stratospheric ozone also impacts temperature sounding by slightly increasing IWF sensitivity in the stratosphere. The amount of increase is variable (depending on the Os density), but for the strongest ozone lines can be expected to cause a complete shift of the support of the IWF to the stratosphere or even mesosphere. The shifts are evident as groups of filament-like excursions in the plots of Or• versus (Figures 14b and 15b) and are more prevalent away from the 02 line centers. Such excursions will occur over relatively narrow sounding bands; over bands of width B•v (or comparable) the stratospheric sensitivity effects of ozone absorption are again negligible.
Geosynchronous Sounding and Imaging
An equatorial spatial resolution of-20 km or better can be obtained from geosynchronous orbit using channels above -320 GHz with apertures of moderate size (-2 m diameter). Such resolution is adequate for a variety of synoptic applications, including mapping of severe weather (i.e., convection, hurricane rainbands and eyewall locations, and fronts), nowcasting and forecasting, atmospheric dynamics research, and numerical weather prediction (NWP) model initialization [Staelin et al., 1997] . Some additional improvements in resolution (by -15-25%) can be expected using antenna pattern deconvolution techniques. To obtain comparable resolution using, for example, the 183.3101 GHz H20 absorption line the required geosynchronous aperture diameter increases to -4 m. Since sensor cost is driven to a large extent by aperture size, varying roughly as size to the third power, the cost savings available using higher sounding frequency lines is considerable. The addition of several channels in the vicinity of the 556.9360, 752.0332, and 987.9268 GHz water vapor lines could provide better high-altitude cirrus cloud detectability and the capability for middle-to-upper stratospheric water vapor sounding but (for reasons cited above in section 6.2.) at considerably lower te•nporal (or equivalently, spatial) resolution. The mapping of deeply convective storm tops, however, would require approximately 2 orders of magnitude less radiometric precision (i.e., -1-2 K sensitivity), and hence almost 4 orders of magnitude less integration time. The available improvements in spatial resolution for images of severe weather using these channels might therefore warrant their inclusion; the problem of submillimeter wave cloud and raincell imaging is currently being addressed in a separate study.
